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TerraTel  

Challenge 
Upgrade storage infrastructure. 
Performance and cost. 
 

BUSINESS OVERVIEW 
Established in 1994, and headquartered in Gothenburg, Sweden, 
TerraTel provides high quality Web hosting, email solutions, and 
backup services to hundreds of customers across its home country of 
Sweden, along with Scandinavia, and most of the rest of Europe. 
Specifically, the company business is focused around ISP services, such 
as cloud, colocation services, Web hosting, email solutions, dedicated 
hosting solutions for both physical servers and virtual machines (VPS), 
and consulting. 

TerraTel helps its clients build, manage, and deliver services to 
thousands of businesses, organizations, and partners around the world, 
365 days a year. 

For TerraTel, managing and protecting its clients’ mission critical data is 
serious business. An integral part is ensuring guaranteed uptime, 
superior performance, and data protection.  

 

CHALLENGES  
After moving to a VMware infrastructure, it became apparent that the 
company’s existing storage infrastructure, which included a number of 
different SAN solutions, was unable to cope. The company required a 
consolidated, reliable enterprise storage solution to underpin its virtual 
environment but at the most competitive price. 

Some of TerraTel’s reasoning for a major upgrade was that the 
company was spending about three times as much on storage as they 
had allocated. The need to control these costs moving forward was a 
critical company need. 

In addition, performance metrics were suffering, productivity was 
down, and the company was concerned about meeting all service level 
agreements. TerrTel needed a new direction for its data storage 
requirements. 

 
 

Benefits 
New storage infrastructure within 
budget: OpenStorage solution far 
less costly, and more flexible, 
than legacy systems. 
 

 

Solution 
NexentaStor™  

 

“We estimate that by buying two 
Nexenta solutions, we have spent 
less than one third of the 
investment we could have made 
with one Oracle SAN unit. This 
cost saving provides TerraTel 
with additional capital, which 
can be used for other IT 
resources to ensure we are 
meeting all our service level 
agreements.” 

Mattias Palsson 
CTO  
TerraTel 
 
 
 

 

System Configuration 

 Nexenta 3.1.3 

 Cisco UCS C210 M2 rackserver 

 CPU = Intel E5620 
2.40GhZQuad Core  

 MEM = 32GB RAM 

 Intel ET2 Quad-Port GbE NIC 

 2 x LSI 3081E SAS/SATA HBA 

 SYSTEM = 2x 146GB SAS 
Seagate Savvio 10k.3 2,5” 
(mirror) 

 STORAGE = 12 x 500GB SATA 
Seagate Constellation, 2,5” in 
RAIDZ2 (no compression, no 
dedup) 

 ZIL = 2 x 60GB SATA SSD OCZ 
Vertex 2 2,5” (mirror) 

 L2ARC=none 
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By implementing the Nexenta 

solution, TerraTel spent less than 

a third of anticipated expenses 

than if it had gone with an Oracle 

SAN unit. These cost savings 

provided the company with 

additional capital in other 

mission-critical areas. 

 

SOLUTION OVERVIEW  
After carefully evaluating several solutions, with the help of channel 
partner Layer 8, TerraTel selected NexentaStor. Mattias Palsson, CTO, 
TerraTel, explains: “NexentaStor offers great performance and is 
incredibly flexible. The biggest benefit for TerraTel is that we can 
implement enterprise class storage for a fraction of the cost of a 
legacy system. With Nexenta, we no longer have to choose between 
features or performance, we can effectively provide both and satisfy 
our clients’ needs when provisioning new virtual servers.” 

TerraTel’s initial setup, using Nexenta 3.1.3, has been running for 
more than a year, providing NFS backend storage for its VMware 
clusters. 

NexentaStor, which is used exclusively for TerraTel’s VMware 
infrastructure, is built on enterprise hardware from Cisco, creating 
two SANs. Each uses 2U rack servers with 16 disks. Features include 
hybrid storage pooling, unlimited snapshots, and thin provisioning. 

 

BUSINESS BENEFITS 
TerraTel’s use of NexentaStor to manage its virtual environment 
showed that OpenStorage is a viable alternative to traditional legacy 
storage companies. TerraTel’s hosting business now has enterprise 
storage that can support and grow as the company expands.  

By implementing the Nexenta solution, TerraTel spent less than a 
third of anticipated expenses than if it had gone with an Oracle SAN 
unit. These cost savings provided the company with additional capital 
in other mission-critical areas. 

With NexentaStor, performance metrics are up. Staff productivity has 
increased substantially. And cost controls are in place now and for 
future growth. 

For TerraTel, no other approach to storage could match functionality, 
flexibility, and price of the commercially supported, OpenStorage-
based NexentaStor. 

 


